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Problem
• Fruit packers rely on manual labour to do dexterous jobs.
• BUT, human workforce is hard to find, can be expensive and
inconsistent.
• Robotics is an answer but robots struggle in performing manual
dexterous labour.
• Current robots are expensive causing further divide in adoption.
• Current robots are not dexterous enough to carry out the task.
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Highly dexterous robots

Proprietary end-effector and robotic
systems
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Complex machine learning models to
allow robots to learn from themselves
and other robots

Able to trim complex fruits like grapes
and we are the only robotic company
to be able to do so
3

Artificial skin for robots!
WootZkin can be integrated into all
major robotic manipulators

Multiple functional layers add unique
piezoelectric and piezoresistive
response allowing a robot to detect
pressure and slippages

Standard connections making it easier
to change to a different skin

The skin is as soft as human skin and
very durable
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Background image: WootZkin designed with a specific
pattern for the dev kit.

Is it more sensitive than human skin?
Yes!
Our nanowires are akin to mechanoreceptors (nerve-endings)
on human skin
7,000,000,000 nanowires/cm2
vs
241 mechanoreceptors/cm2 on human fingertip skin
58 mechanoreceptors/cm2 on human palm skin
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Machine Learning and AI
Avarai™ uses state of the art vision system such as LiDAR
together with machine learning models for automated inspection
and weight estimation of fresh produce.

Over the air updates are used to keep the robots performing
with optimum efficiency.
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Background image: Wootzano’s vision detecting stems
and branches using proprietary machine learning
models
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Why Avarai™
Consistency and reliability

ROI within 1 year for an average packer and reducing overhead
costs
The only robotic system able to handle very complex products and
designed to handle all fruits and vegetable with high dexterity
Self-learning and adaptive leading to intelligent packaging and
reduction of food wastage
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Background image: Stock image of people working in cleanroom. We work in class 1000
and 100 cleanrooms where the number of particles in air is tightly controlled.

Management and Board of Directors
Dr Atif Syed
Founder, CEO

Dr Jesse Opoku
Engineering Manager

Rob Dobson
Investor and Board
Member
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Dr Atif Syed, CEO & Founder, PhD in Engineering & Electronics, has a background in Nanotechnology, Robotics & AI, was
an Enterprise Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering & nominated in Forbes 30 under 30. At Wootzano, Atif helped
close various deals for the company including £300+ million contract for the supply of Avarai™ robotic systems to
package table grapes.

Dr Jesse Opoku, Engineering Manager, PhD in Electrical and Electronics Engineering & innovator. Jesse has experience
working with micro/nanofacrcation and process development. Jesse perfected the initial Wootzkin sensors and scaled
up the technology to a 99.99% yield. Jesse is heading up the plan for the production facilities, reduced cost of
production and working on the ambitious scale-up and delivery of the Avarai™ to enable mass-market integration.

Rob Dobson, Board Observer & Investor, a serial entrepreneur, technology investor & engineer. In 1991 he founded
Actix, algorithmic optimisation for mobile phone networks - London, & as Director built a highly profitable business to
over £25m revenue and an international market-leader in wireless performance engineering software.
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